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cryptocurrency trader has been busted for "hoarding" virtual currency
after allegedly worth more than $50 million. Radoslaw Filipowicz was
identified by the SEC on Monday as the owner of over 600,000
bitcoins, which are stored in a Digital Currency Group wallet that he
controls with his partner, Alex Petrov. "Filipowicz pleaded guilty today
to an information filed by the Commission charging that he traded
bitcoin primarily for his personal gain, illegally acquired virtual
currency from others, including inside sources," said Zachary G. Day,
the district director for the SEC's New York regional office, in a press
release Monday. The firm is based out of New York, and the SEC says
it sells the cryptocurrency "mining" equipment, among other
products. The SEC took the cryptocurrency as a result of a 2013 case
involving the same technology firm. Filipowicz admitted to operating a



Bitcoin and cryptocurrency exchange from 2007 until 2013, listing
more than 30,000 bitcoins on Mt. Gox, a website he once owned. Mt.
Gox was hacked in 2011, which resulted in the loss of about 744,000
bitcoins. Mt. Gox filed for bankruptcy in 2014. The SEC says they
identified Filipowicz by referring to seized evidence in a 2011 SEC
enforcement action against the firm. The SEC is now asking a judge to
force Filipowicz to return all of the virtual currency he owns to ensure
he returns to the justice system. It's not clear if Filipowicz will be
jailed for his actions, but for a first-time offender who admitted to his
crime at his plea hearing, the SEC is seeking a hefty fine. It's unclear
how much in total the agency believes Filipowicz owes. Bitcoin
trading has been banned federally and the SEC has created a "Virtual
Currency Task Force" to ensure virtual currencies are regulated. The
bureau will also be able to prosecute cryptocurrency crime. The
agency has previously ordered cryptocurrency-related defendants to
return proceeds from crimes, even if the proceeds were not directly
related to a criminal act. The SEC f988f36e3a
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